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Archiving Trash Radio in Québec City

The Soundwork of the Coalition Sortons les radios-poubelles

ABSTRACT Québec City’s talk radio stations have been the subject of controversy for decades. For nearly

10 years now, consistent grassroots efforts have been made to regulate the media discourse that circulates

in the city. The coalition Sortons les radios-poubelles (which can be translated as Let’s Take Out the Trash

Radios) has created an online archive that compiles thousands of audio documents about this controversial

radio style. With a few postings per day both on its website and on social media, the coalition’s media

activists put into context—sometimes with a mocking, ironic, and provoking tone—the deprecating

remarks of radio hosts. In the course of recent events, these activists are now being prosecuted for

their criticism of the trash radio culture. This commentary highlights the main aspects of the archival

practice of these media activists. It seems important to recognize these alternative archival practices for

social justice, for media regulation, as well as for understanding a social phenomenon over

time. KEYWORDS documenting talk radio discourse, radio archiving, trash radio, Sortons les radios-

poubelles, nonconventional archives, media criticism

I N T R O D U C T I O N

The cultural phenomenon of “trash radio” has been a reality in Québec City, and a subject
of controversy, since the 1980s. The style of trash radio is a degenerate form of speech-
oriented radio, known as “talk radio,” or “confrontation talk.” Trash radio is defined by
the Québec Office of the French Language as: “A radio station broadcasting programs
that include telephone call-ins during which the hosts make provocative remarks often
considered to be vulgar or ‘trashy.’”1 Initially, talk radio was part of the well-known genre
of opinion journalism where the line between the mandate of information and enter-
tainment is blurred. Hosts presented their “facts” in a way that did not always distinguish
between factual content and value judgments.

For the past 10 years, I have witnessed a particular archival work in Québec City, the
work of a coalition called Sortons les radios-poubelles (which can be translated as “Let’s Take
Out the Trash Radios”). Over time, the anonymous activists of this coalition have suc-
ceeded in building up an archive of certain private radio stations in Québec City. By relying
on comments from radio hosts circulating on social media and specifically on audio docu-
ments, this radio archive allows us to objectify the cultural phenomenon identified as
Québec Trash Radio. In this paper, I aim to describe the archival intervention of this
coalition and to place this reflection in the broad field of archival and radio studies.

In the article “Locating the Radio Archive: New Histories, New Challenges,” Shawn
VanCour, assistant professor of media archival studies at the University of California, Los
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Angeles, invites us to consider nonconventional archives, those produced in do-it-yourself
archiving processes by amateur enthusiasts. As part of the work of the Library of Con-
gress’s Radio Preservation Task Force, he discusses the various sites for the production of
counter-memory, sites that produce, curate, and preserve “alternative forms of audio
heritage that are otherwise lost to history and can help challenge existing ways of knowing
the past.”2 VanCour’s analysis can be applied to trash radio archiving and can benefit
media historians, radio scholars, and, first and foremost, media watchdogs who ensure
that there is no abusive or discriminatory speech on the radio.

Since the beginning of the 2000s, academic research on private radio stations in
Québec City has multiplied.3 This is mainly because there have been much defamatory
speech, negative media coverage, and numerous lawsuits. Diane Vincent, professor of
linguistics at Université Laval, and Olivier Turbide, professor of communication at the
Université du Québec à Montréal, were among the first university researchers in the
province of Québec to specifically take the style of “confrontational radio” as an object of
study.4 Their research, some of which was conducted with Marty Laforest, professor of
sociolinguistics at the Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières, focuses on the analysis of
discourse and the circulation of deprecating (insulting, denigrating, hateful, etc.) remarks
on trash radio.5

The 2020 award-winning book by Dominique Payette, Les Brutes et la Punaise: Les
radios-poubelles, la liberté d’expression et le commerce des injures6 (Brutes and Bedbugs:
Trash Radio, Freedom of Speech and the Trafficking of Insults), describes more precisely
this phenomenon of trash radio in Québec City. In this work, Payette, professor in the
Department of Information and Communication at Université Laval, questions media
regulations through her analysis of trash radio discourse. She identifies numerous recur-
rent targets of deprecating remarks, among them Aboriginal people, students, members of
LGBTQþ communities, Muslims, leftists, the poor, immigrants, unions, and cyclists. Her
book also underlines the presence of Islamophobic discourse in these radio stations and
their implication in the 2017 attack on the Québec City mosque.7

On the first page of the book, Payette dedicates her work to the coalition Sortons les
radios-poubelles:

For the activists of the Sortons les radios-poubelles website (sortonslespoubelles.com),
who have constituted, with determination and perseverance, an open-access corpus
without which this research would not have been possible.8

Sortons les radios-poubelles has created an online archive that compiles thousands of
audio documents about this controversial radio style. In line with the contributions
of Michele Hilmes,9 the archival intervention of this coalition can be defined as an
ethical form of “soundwork.” For the benefit of readers within and outside the field of
radio and archival studies, it is necessary to understand the nature of the soundwork of
the coalition Sortons les radios-poubelles and the emerging effects of such alternative
archival practices. Payette acknowledges the coalition’s work as instrumental to her
study, their having created an open-access archive of radio recordings that were used as
analysis corpus.
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In her book, Payette deplores the passivity, and even negligence, of Canadian media
watchdogs such as the Canadian Broadcast Standards Council (CBSC) and the Conseil
de Presse du Québec.10 The CBSC has the task of receiving complaints, reviewing them,
and determining whether they are admissible. For Payette, however, the complacency of
the council’s decisions has reached an unprecedented level in that radio hosts who are the
subject of complaints are not punished, making the violence of their words seem accept-
able. Furthermore, the other authority in the matter, the Press Council of Québec, is
a self-regulatory body that has no coercive power. It acts as an honorary tribunal for
Québec media and receives complaints from citizens. Its decisions are public but are not
restrictive: They are only moral reprimands whose eventual consequence is solely to affect
the reputation of radio hosts and, indirectly, their advertisers.

Considering this lack of public oversight, the archival intervention of Sortons les radios-
poubelles is essential to provide sources for analyzing systematically, discussing, and
denouncing the incitement to hatred emanating from these radio stations. This is all the
more important considering that the audio recordings published by these stations on their
websites are often incomplete, especially when they know the recordings are controversial.
By collecting and archiving traces of oppressive speech (with audio clips and social media
posts), Sortons les radios-poubelles ensures that remarks made on the airwaves and on social
media do not vanish.

In addition to the academic work done on this subject, this grassroots archival inter-
vention seems necessary to grasp the magnitude of the phenomenon. No genesis of
Québec trash radio has yet been written that would allow us to understand its link with
the capital of the province, Québec City. As historian and trade unionist Sébastien
Bouchard wrote in a review of her book, Payette’s contribution does not solve the famous
“Québec City mystery”—that is, how Québec City’s “right-wing populism became an
influential, enduring and mass phenomenon.”11 This populism and radio style are linked
to Québec City’s history, and there are chapters still to be written about Montréal and the
Saguenay region.12

Apart from the public broadcast station ICI Radio-Canada Première (106 .3) and the
community radio stations (CKIA 88 .3 , CKRL 89 .1 , CHYZ 94 .3 , CIHW 100 .3), two of
the most important players among the private radio stations in the landscape of Québec
City, FM93 (93 .3) and CHOI Radio X (98 .1), have generated a lot of criticism.

FM 93 was launched in 1979 . Having run into problems with the Canadian Radio-
Television and Telecommunication Commission (CRTC) in the early 1980s following
complaints,13 the station hired the controversial host André Arthur at the end of the
1990s.14 Other radio personalities of the same genre succeeded him in the 2000s, such as
the polemical hosts Sylvain Bouchard and Éric Duhaime.15 A radio station cannot be
defined solely by its hosts; nonetheless, a culture was established by their presence that
persisted in the longue durée.

Older than FM93 , CHOI Radio X was founded in 1949 with other letters of
designation (CHRC) and other owners. However, its setbacks with the CRTC began
in the early 2000s. Broadcast on this radio station, the morning show of Jean-François
“Jeff” Fillion, an archetype of the Québec City trash radio model whose idol is Howard
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Stern, accumulated a mass of complaints about offensive comments and personal at-
tacks.16 The year 2004 was, for this station and the city of Québec, a time of complaints,
public audiences of the CRTC, and popular demonstrations (tens of thousands of Radio
X listeners) to defend radio hosts’ freedom of expression. It was on this occasion that the
slogan of the campaign the station would undertake for its survival was launched:
“Liberté, je crie ton nom partout” (Freedom, I shout your name everywhere).17 A few
years later in 2006 , Radio Nord Communications acquired Radio X, which allowed the
station to renew its license and continue broadcasting despite numerous complaints and
several civil court cases that had imposed penalties of several hundred thousand dollars.

Aside from their frequent remarks tainted by denigration, defamation, racism, sexism,
and general hate, the discourse analysis of these radio stations reveals populism and
consumerism culture,18 conservatism, libertarianism, and right-wing ideologies.19 Perhaps
this type of speech and ideology found a niche not covered by other radio stations in
Québec City, which could explain their popularity. It is within the context of this radio
climate that we see how the act of recording trash radio and collecting it in an online
sound archive can be beneficial to an entire community.

T H E S O U N D W O R K O F T H E SORTONS LES RADIOS-POUBELLES

Active since April 2012 , Sortons les radios-poubelles aims to “observe and act against
racism, sexism, homophobia and ordinary anti-journalism.”20 Formed by a group of
volunteers from student groups, women’s groups, political associations, and trade unions,
the coalition acts in three different and complementary ways:

1. Documenting talk radio discourse

2. Archiving it

3. Managing the website and social media accounts21

When the coalition was founded in 2012 , there were no accessible broadcasting archives
on the website of FM93 and CHOI Radio X. These stations have their own broadcasting
platform; in recent years they have made the entirety of previous programs available, but
it is not possible to say strictly speaking that they are records or archives, because the
audio documents are not preserved in the long term. The record-creating and record-
keeping processes assumed by Sortons les radios-poubelles are done autonomously, without
any consent or collaboration of these private radios. The online archive created by Sortons
les radios-poubelles is thus independent. As the result of archival activism, the archive is on
the margins of governmental archival repositories and mainstream institutions; all of the
work done by this coalition would not have been possible without the efforts of dedicated
activists.

Two events are at the origin of the coalition Sortons les radios-poubelles. During the
Québec student protests in April 2012 , a senior official at the Ministry of Municipal
Affairs, Bernard Guay, wrote an opinion letter that, according to one member of the
coalition, was strongly influenced by the trash radio model. In this letter, according to the
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activist, “Bernard Guay encouraged the green squares [those in favor of increasing tuition
fees] to face the red squares [those opposed to increasing tuition fees] like the Brown
Shirts (Sturmabteilung) of the 1930s. Radio host Sylvain Bouchard of FM93 had taken
up the text, saying that he supported it 100% ‘except for the end on the 1930s.’”22 The
second event that led to the formation of this coalition was a comment by host Carl
Monette of CHOI Radio X, who had suggested sending the poor to work, forcibly, and
castrating them “behind a wall in the north.”23

The way this coalition documents the language of these radio station hosts is straight-
forward: Screenshots are taken from social media pages (Facebook and Twitter) and
extracts from live radio programs are recorded from home. Audio recordings (from April
2009 to May 2021) are archived on the Internet Archives platform, where hundreds of
radio recordings from Québec City stations can be found.24 Generally, the extracts
archived are the ones in which there is offensive language (targeting populations that
are denigrated or humiliated, or are objects of derision).

The archival description itself is minimalist: It identifies the date, a keyword indicating
the theme of the remark, as well as the host’s or a target’s name. The names of radio
stations are rarely added, but it is very easy to identify to which radio show a host belongs.
The accessible radio extracts on Internet Archives range from less than a minute to more
than 15 minutes. As noted by a member of the coalition:

At the beginning the extracts available were short, like those available on Le Club des
mal cités.25 But since we don’t want to be accused of not taking the context into
account, we put in longer extracts. It serves as proof for what we are interpreting.

If you don’t believe what they’re saying, go listen to the audio yourself.26

By consulting the archives of the early years of the coalition Sortons les radios-poubelles, we
notice the short duration of the extracts. During the CRTC’s public audiences in 2004 ,
the station owners intended to deny the validity of the complaints received, which were
based, according to them, on remarks quoted out of context, and which neglected to
consider the humorous character of the programs broadcasted on the airwaves of CHOI-
FM. Considering that the radio recordings are now generally longer, the coalition seems
to have understood the importance of the context of the audio segments they record.

The coalition’s goal is to record trash radio so that people can make up their own
minds about what has been said on the airwaves. Personal archiving practices therefore
make it possible to produce accessible archives as evidence. This is consistent with the
vision of Jacques Derrida, for whom the politics of archiving requires effective democra-
tization and therefore access to archives and the possibility of interpreting them.27

With a few postings per day both on its website and on social media, Sortons les radios-
poubelles puts into context—sometimes with a mocking, ironic, and provoking tone—the
deprecating remarks of radio hosts. The posts are generally accompanied by screenshots or
audio extracts and even, sometimes, transcripts of the audio from radio shows. These
provide additional access to the archived speech, which allows a search by keywords or
directly within the text.
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In the previously mentioned article, Shawn VanCour warns not to overvalue audio
documents to the detriment of textual documents and their creation context. He is one of
the few authors who provide this archival precision in the field of radio preservation
studies, by mentioning the types of documents to be preserved and by questioning the
excessively restrictive nature of the conservation policy that results in conserving only
“broadcast content.”28 For him, it is important to also consider non-audio materials (such
as digital content from social media or transcripts) as “radio archives.”

A C A L L F O R A C T I O N A N D T H E C O U R S E O F O N G O I N G E V E N T S

The coalition also encourages listeners to write to advertisers directly by providing a pre-
defined form for them to send. This is a way of notifying the advertisers of the prob-
lematic nature of the language used on air and underlining the fact that they indirectly
support these messages. This practice echoes the work of Kathy Newman, Carnegie
Mellon University associate professor of English, in Radio Active: Advertising and Con-
sumer Activism,29 in which she presents the use of letter-writing campaigns to bring
changes in radio content. This approach is used throughout the United States by the
group Media Matters for America.30

Between March and September 2020 , in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, hosts
of Radio X regularly featured on their radio segments conspiracy leaders, people who
spread disinformation and people close to the anti-mask movements. In September 2020 ,
this misinformation had an impact on compliance with health regulations, making
Québec City the center of the epidemic in the province. This led the Québec City
administration to withdraw all its advertising from this station, creating a domino effect
among other companies that were buying advertising slots on their airwaves. These
companies wanted to avoid being associated with such conspiratorial talk.31

Among the people interviewed on Radio X during the pandemic was a gym owner,
Dan Marino, who was particularly lax on sanitation measures. In April 2021 , the gym was
responsible for an outbreak of over 500 cases of COVID-19 in Québec City, and one of
the gym’s clients died. In response to this situation, the coalition Sortons les radios-
poubelles called for a coroner’s inquest to investigate this private radio station’s role in
the gym outbreak.32 In the media turmoil, the coalition accused Radio X of deleting from
their website audio segments about these issues, and the director-general of the station
responded by stating that “our system removes, by automation, the vast majority of
segments broadcast on our air after a certain period of time.”33 From that moment on,
Radio X made requests to Facebook and the Internet Archive to remove certain postings
containing excerpts for which the station holds property rights. The coalition understood
that these procedures came from the radio station manager and its owners Radio Nord
Communications (RNC Media). As mentioned in a Facebook post by the coalition:

RNC is in offensive mode against our blog and our page.

Why, if they are not guilty of anything?

Is freedom of speech only for trash radio owners?
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We invite our subscribers to go to our page and save on their personal computers, from
2012 , the audio files . . .

With the help of thousands, we’ll get there!

If they want to make the evidence disappear, it’s because they have things to hide.34

The coalition’s asking its subscribers to download endangered audio documents strikingly
reveals that the radio archives—which had initially been assembled collectively—must, once
again, be constituted individually. As a result of copyright requests made by employees of
one of the stations, a significant amount of audio material preserved on Internet Archive is
no longer accessible.35 The use of the archives by the coalition, in their opinion, is covered
by “fair use,”—i.e., the use of the audio documents of a medium in order to criticize it. Since
coalition members are anonymous, having therefore no legal identity, they cannot plead the
case for fair use in any legal document or proceedings. Considering the removal of many
audio documents from the Internet Archives, the coalition is looking for another secure,
foreign host that does not respond to copyright claims.

These events took place at the end of a 10-day campaign to make advertisers aware of
what was being said on these stations’ airwaves. The saga continued with the public release
of a collective called Liberté d’oppression (which can be translated as “Freedom of Op-
pression”), which aims to denounce misinformation and media intimidation.36 The collec-
tive aims to better inform and equip the population to understand defamation and to
provide the procedures to file a complaint with the media regulatory institutions in Québec
and Canada. The different courses of action proposed include: denouncing defamatory
behavior personally on social media, filing complaints with the various regulatory bodies,
and directly contacting the advertisers listed by the coalition Sortons les radios-poubelles.

At the beginning of the summer of 2021 , RNC Media, the owner of the Radio X station,
went to court to find out the identity of the activists behind the coalition Sortons les radios-
poubelles. The members of the coalition are thus accused of “identity theft, harassing com-
munications and public denigration with the avowed aim of harming the legitimate com-
mercial activities of CHOI Radio X and causing damage to the reputation of its advertising
partners.”37 In the press release, Robert Ranger, president and CEO of RNC Media, says, “We
have always been advocates for freedom of speech. We do so because our hosts express their
opinions in plain view.”38 Coalition activists, who are considered “trolls,” are criticized for
“hiding behind anonymity to orchestrate offensives that result in harassment, defamation, and
even threats.”39 In response to this still unsettled lawsuit, the coalition responded that “this
company is not new to lawsuits, injunctions, or threats of this nature.”40

On the same day that the injunction was sought, June 21 , 2021 , subscribers to the
Sortons les radios-poubelles Facebook page were thus invited to share their commitment to
the cause by posting a Facebook banner, “Je suis Sortons les radios-poubelles” (I am Sortons
les radios-poubelles). Following this, a post on the coalition’s page included the following
message: “There are people who support us and decide to show it with images like this, or
with messages identifying themselves as the admins of our page. Thank you for your
support, it is heartwarming.”41
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If the court order asks to identify the members of the coalition, this identification with
the coalition—“Je suis Sortons les radios-poubelles”—is a way to disseminate or blur the
attribution of responsibility. Operating under the cover of anonymity, “for security
reasons” as mentioned on their website, these media activists make a call for support,
asking their supporters to share responsibility for their actions—a mixed form of media
criticism and archival praxis.

In the course of these belligerent events, we can see that the positionality of Sortons les
radios-poubelles is not that of a journalistic observer. By naming the stations they monitor
“trash radio,” the activists of this coalition define, in a logic of confrontation, those they
consider to be their ideological adversaries.

S O U N D W O R K T H A T R E S O N A T E S I N T H E P U B L I C S P H E R E A N D T H E A R C H I V A L

M U L T I V E R S E

The archival practices of Sortons les radios-poubelles highlight the importance of homemade
broadcast audio recordings to compensate for the inaccessibility, or incompleteness, of certain
archives, such as those of private radios. Recording radio broadcasts in the private sphere and
sending back audio documents to the public sphere in an archive is thus an archival form of
soundwork. As renowned Dutch archival professor Eric Ketelaar has stated:

Archiving is a “regime of practices” which varies in any given time and in any given
place. People create, process, appraise and use archives, influenced consciously or
unconsciously by cultural and social factors.42

By recognizing these alternative and anonymous archival practices, the archival intervention
of this coalition stretches the traditional boundaries of archival science. Ketelaar mentions,
in another contribution, that “there are as many collective memories as there are collec-
tives and social groups.”43 As has been briefly illustrated, the archival intervention of

FIGURE 1 . Screenshot from the Facebook account of the
coalition Sortons les radios-poubelles, June 22 , 2021 .
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Sortons les radios-poubelles focuses on the trash radio culture of certain stations in Québec
City. It is therefore not the entire cultural heritage and collective memory of these private
radio stations that is being archived by the coalition, but only the unethical side, the
portion of the comments that are disinformation or defamation. By listening to trash
radio, recording radio broadcasts at home, and uploading the audio documents to the
Internet Archive, Sortons les radios-poubelles activists thus assume ethical responsibility
for others. They produce the digital materiality of sound from which it is possible to speak
and debate about the ethics of broadcast language and the formation of a particular
collective memory. Inspired by the work of David Barker, assistant professor of political
science at the University of Pittsburgh, who wrote a history of the talk radio community
in the United States,44 the contributions of Sortons les radios-poubelles could be used to
write the cornerstones of Québec City trash radio history.

The term “soundwork” put forward to describe this “burgeoning world sound
culture” that is “less ephemeral and invisible”45 leads us to reconsider the notion of
soundwork as proposed by Michele Hilmes. If the stricto sensu definition rejects the raw
materials to privilege their combination and their “sonic construction,” a consequent
reflection about this notion could initially be concerned with the modes of production,
of conservation, and exploitation of the sound materials. It would be only from these
basic materials, sound materials, “elements of aural expression (voice, actuality sound,
music),”46 that we could understand how the soundwork is elaborated. The degree zero of
soundwork is then fundamentally linked to the processes of record making and record
keeping. First and foremost, the record making as soundwork is a form of mediation
and representation of the realm of discourse on the airwaves of Québec City. And,
secondly, the fact of transferring audio documents from the private sphere to the public
sphere to preserve them in an archive is thus an archival form of soundwork. As
mentioned previously, the soundwork of the coalition Sortons les radios-poubelles is also
about the transcription of radio excerpts, which could turn an audio document into
a textual record if it is properly archived. This has the consequence of making accessible
radio archives that otherwise, as Michele Hilmes mentions, would remain non-eye-
readable archives.47

This form of archival activism is part of the emergent field of radio preservation
studies.48 More broadly, for almost 10 years now, we have seen the emergence of a coher-
ent research community around the Radio Preservation Task Force of the Library of
Congress. Radio is then understood through cultural and archival dimensions, and radio
recordings are therefore considered for what they are: primary sources and research
objects in and of themselves.

L I S T E N I N G O U T A N D A R C H I V I N G T R A S H R A D I O , A N U N F I N I S H E D R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y

Since the end of 2017 , several stickers have appeared in the urban landscape of Québec
City, on which one can read “Ferme ta radio” (Shut your radio up).49 Like the sticker
suggests, the hip-hop duo Dead Prez sings a refrain evoking the same idea: “Turn off the
radio! Turn off that bullshit.”50
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Unlike these two examples, Sortons les radios-poubelles takes an interventionist archival
approach. The following Q&A appears in the “frequently asked questions” section of
their website:

Why don’t you change the channel?

Because trash radio is not just an individual problem. It affects the whole city.
Thousands of micro-aggressions are caused or inspired by the trash radios.

The air in Québec City will not get better by simply “changing the channel.”51

By operating on social media and relying on radio archives, the coalition Sortons les radios-
poubelles acts as a freedom of speech gatekeeper. Trash radio is not just a local issue, linked
to Québec City, but a matter of greater importance for our democracies. Verified and
reliable information of quality is essential for a healthy democracy, and this example of
autonomous and independent community archives shows the relevance of media mon-
itoring, fact checking, and disinformation flagging.

The reason why trash radio has found a home in the province’s capital is part of the
“mystery” frequently associated with Québec City. Located only 250 kilometers east of
the cosmopolitan Montréal, Québec City has often been associated with mystery, par-
ticularly because of the electoral behavior of its citizens who vote strongly conservative
compared to other regions of the province. The ethnic homogeneity of the population
and the concentration of provincial and federal government ministries could explain this
reality. For Dominique Payette, there is in fact no mystery associated with Québec City.
Defined as a typically North American city,52 it harbors an ideological polarization, and

FIGURE 2. Photo of the sticker "Ferme ta radio" close to the
Québec City harbor, June 2020 .
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positions taken, similar to what can be observed in the United States and Australia. Also,
as Payette points out, some of its citizens adhere to “an ultra-individualistic right-wing
ideology, libertarian even in some cases, denying the beneficial—or even merely useful—
role of the state and public services, personal attacks, etc.”53

In popular language, to speak about Québec City radio is to speak about trash radio
stations. Historical and sociological explanations are needed to provide an understanding
of the prevalence of trash radio in the province’s capital. Among the many local factors
that would allow us to explain this phenomenon, the Québec City/Montréal rivalry and
a Québec culture that is Montréal-centric seem relevant. Some Québec City radio hosts
seem to be imbued with an arrogant and outrageous sense of distinction, and this
phenomenon can only be explained by historicizing it through alternative archival work.
Once the relevance of this alternative archiving work is recognized, the use of radio
archives seems necessary: on the one hand, to objectify this social phenomenon, and
on the other, to criticize the media and the language that emanates from these radios in
order to avoid further controversy and ideological polarization. Since Canadian media
watchdogs are criticized for their passivity, complacency, and even negligence, we must
seriously question whether the weight of this collective responsibility should be assumed
by the grassroots and anonymous media activists of Sortons les radios-poubelles. n
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